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　　Abstract　　An algorithm for solving the graph isomorphism problem with 3-D DNA st ructu res is proposed in this paper.The k-

armed branched junction molecules are used to code k-degree vertices.Double stranded molecules are used to code edges.T hen the

molecules are mixed in a tube to be ligated.The result can be detected by gel electrophoresis.T he time com plexity of the algorithm is

O(n 2), where n is the number of vert ices of the graph.
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　　Research on DNA comput ing w as initialized in

1994 , when Adleman[ 1] proposed a method of solving

a small instance of the Hamiltonian Path problem by a

laboratory experiment involving DNA molecules.
Later , Lipton[ 2] demonst rated how a large class of

NP-complete problems could be solved by encoding

the problem in DNA molecules.In particular , Lipton
showed one famous NP problem , the so-called
“satisfiabili ty” problem(SAT)and subsequently the

o ther NP-problems could be encoded and solved using

molecules.The advantages of DNA computing are its

massive parallelism and enormous info rmation sto rage

capacity.A model has been proposed by Smith et

al.
[ 3]

to perform computation on DNA strands

at tached to a surface.This method is called surface-
based comput ing.Jonoska[ 4] show ed how a 3-SAT

problem and a 3-vertex-colorability problem can be

solved with graphs const ructed by k-armed DNA

molecules.In 1997 , Ouyang et al.[ 5] presented a

molecular biology based experimental solution to the

maximal clique problem.In 2000 , Liu[ 6] et al.
designed a DNA computing model system , which is

called surface-based DNA computing , and solved the

satisfiability problem.In 2001 , Wu[ 7] analy zed and

improved their surface-based method. In 2001 ,
Benenson et al.[ 8] designed a programmable and

autonomous computing machine made of

biomolecules , on which a f inite automaton can run.

For the above mentioned algorithms , the general

approach is to treat the DNA molecules as linear

strings where much of the info rmation content is

encoded in the order of nucleo tides that make up the

DNA.However , Jonoska[ 4] et al.demonstrated that

3D structures could be used to solve the 3-SAT

problem in constant number of steps regardless of the

size of the g raph , and they found that the use of 3D

DNA structures could signif icantly reduce the time

and steps needed to identify a solut ion.

The algori thm for solving the graph isomo rphism

problem using a 3-D DNA structure is proposed in

this paper. We give procedures for g raph

isomo rphism.The number of steps required fo r the

algorithm is O (n2), where n is the number of

vertices of the g raph.

Details of some terms and denotations can be

seen in Refs.[ 11] and [ 12] .

1　Structure and operations of DNA

DNA is a polymer w hich is st rung together f rom

monomers called deoxy ribonucleot ides. Each

deoxyribonucleo tide consists of three components:a
sugar , a phosphate g roup , and a ni trogenous base.
The name sugar used here is deoxyribose w hich

explains the prefix “ deoxyribo” used above.There
are four sorts of ni trogenous bases:adenine (A),
guanine (G), cy tosine (C), and thymine (T).DNA

molecule has double helix st ructure.Base pairing

must comply wi th the Watson-C rick

complementari ty.That is , A and T can pair

together , and C and G can pair together — no o ther



pairings are possible.Although there are only four

bases and tw o types of base pairing , DNA molecules

v ariate a lot because there are many kinds of

arrangement orders for base pairs.

All models of DNA computation apply a specific

sequence of biological operat ions to a set of strands.
These operations are all commonly used by molecular

biologists.Note that some operations are specific to

certain models of DNA computation.

1.1　Synthesis

Oligonucleotides can be synthesized in

laboratory.The synthesizer is supplied wi th the four

nucleo tide bases in solution , which are combined

acco rding to the sequence entered by the user.The
inst rument synthesizes millio ns of copies of the

required oligonucleotide and places them in solution in

a small vial.

1.2　Denaturing , annealing and ligation

Double-st randed DNA may be dissolved into

single st rands(or denatured)by heating the solution

to a temperature determined by the composit ion of the

strand[ 10] .Annealing is the reverse of melting ,
whereby a solution of single strands is cooled ,
allow ing complementary st rands to bind together.In
double-st randed DNA , if one of the single st rands

contains a discontinuity (i.e.one nucleotide is not

bonded to its neighbour), then this may be repaired

by DNA lig ase.This allow s us to create a unif ied

strand from several bound together by their respective

complements.

1.3　Hybridizat ion separation

The hydrogen bonding betw een two

complementary sequences makes it possible to pai r

tw o antiparallel and complementary sing le strands.
This operation can be realized by creating adequate

conditions of temperature , PH , etc.

1.4　Gel electropho resis

Gel electrophoresis is an impo rtant technique fo r

so rt ing DNA strands. Elect rophoresis is the

movement of charged molecules in an elect ric f ield.
Since DNA molecules carry negative charge , when

placed in an electric field they tend to mig rate tow ards

the posit ive pole.The rate of migration of a molecule

in an aqueous solution depends on i ts shape and

electrical charge.Since DNA molecules have the same

charge per uni t leng th , they all mig rate wi th the

same speed in an aqueous solution.However , if

elect rophoresis is carried out in a gel(usually made of

ag arose , poly acrylamide o r a combination of the

two), the migration rate of a molecule is also affected

by its size.

1.5　PCR

Another useful method of manipulating DNA is

the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).PCR is a

process that can quickly amplify the amount of DNA

in a given solution.Each cycle of the reaction doubles

the quantity of each strand , giving an exponent ial

g row th in the number of st rands.

1.6　Restrict ion enzymes

Restriction endonucleases (often referred to as

restriction enzymes)recognize a specific sequence of

DNA , known as a restriction site.Any double-
st randed DNA that contains the restriction site wi thin

its sequence is cut by the enzyme at that point.

2　Graph isomorphism and its algorithm

Graphs in this paper refer to simple graphs.Let
V(G)and E(G)be the vertex set and edge set of a

g raph , respect ively .

2.1　Graph isomorphism

Tw o g raphs G and H are said to be isomorphic

(w rit ten as G H ) if there are bijections ,
θ:V(G)※V(H) and  :E(G)※E(H), such

that ψG (e)= uv if and only if ψH( (e))=
θ(u)θ(v).Such a pair (θ,  )of mapping is called

an isomorphism between G and H.The g raph

isomo rphism problem is another standard NP-
complete problem in combinatorial optimization.It
has comprehensive significance. Fo r example ,
isomo rphism of model in system modeling ,
comparability of molecule in chemist ry , and

rationality of component installation in mechanics are

all like this problem.

2.2　Regular algorithm fo r graph isomorphism

Step 1:give out the degree sequences of the

g raphs.If they are not the same as each other , stop.
And at this point , we can conclude that the tw o

g raphs are not isomorphic.Otherw ise , go to step 2.

Step 2:make out all possible corresponding
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relations of vertices w ith the same degree in two

g raphs.

Step 3:check the relations above , if there are

bijections , θ: V(G)※V(H) and  :E(G)※
E(H), such that ψG (e)= uv if and only if

ψH( (e))=θ(u)θ(v), stop.The tw o g raphs are

said to be isomorphic.Otherwise , they are not

isomorphic.

The execution of this alg orithm is ext remely

hard for elect ric computers.Because the time required

for identifying a solut ion increases exponentially with

the sizes of the graphs.

3　Algorithm with 3-D DNA graph structure

3.1　Construction of k-armed vertex DNA molecule

For a given k-deg ree vertex of the g raph , a k-
armed molecule is used to denote it.3′ends of the

molecule need to be extended.If the degrees of the k

adjacent vertices of such a vertex (k deg ree)are

d1 , d 2 , …, d3 , respectively , then the ex tending

leng th of DNA segments at 3′ends of k arms of the

k-armed molecule are co rrespondingly 10×d 1 ,
10×d2 , …, 10×dk.The k-armed DNA molecule

const ructed by this method can distinguish the

connect ing relation of the k-deg ree vertex.

3.2　Construction of the edge DNA molecule

Each edge is deno ted by a regular double

stranded DNA molecule.The tw o 3′ends of it also

need to be ex tended.The ex tended part must be the

complementary st rand of anyone of the 3′ end

ex tension part of the vertex associated with the k-
deg ree vertex.Such construction method can ensure

the formation of the 3-D DNA graph as well as

preserve the connection characteristic of the g raph.

A k-armed molecule can be synthesized by k

single stranded DNA molecules through biologic

method.Fig.1 is examples of the 2-armed , 3-armed

and 4-armed branched DNA molecules.

3.3 　 Biology operations for the isomorphism

problem　

For the two given graphs , we const ruct the vertex

and edge DNA molecules by the method described in

sections 3.1 and 3.2.Put these DNA molecules

into tw o different test tubes.The same DNA primer

Fig.1.　k-armed DNA molecules for the k-degree vertices.

and ligase w ere added into each test tube.This

enables the vertex molecules and edge molecules to

lig ate together to fo rm double st rands at the 3′ends.
Then the same exonuclease was added in the tw o

tubes.The single st randed parts of the unmatched

DNA molecules w ill be hydrolyzed.In this operation ,
all possible connection will appear because of the

randomicity of DNA molecules' ligation.In fact , all
the corresponding relation of the vertices in the g raph

w ill be formed , i.e.all the corresponding relat ion of

the vert ices w ill be found w ith follow ing operations.
Finally , we can see w hether or not the tw o graphs are

isomo rphic by gel electropho resis. If the gel

elect rophoresis figures are dif ferent , two g raphs

depicted by the f igures are not isomo rphic.

For two graphs w hich are not isomo rphic , there
is the possibility that they have the same degree

sequence o r deg rees of vertices adjacent to the vertex

w hich have the same degree are the same.The

operations ment ioned above cannot solve the g raph

isomo rphism problem , i.e.gel electrophoresis figures
of the tw o graphs w hich are not isomorphic may be

the same according to the operations described above.
For this reason , we add the following

operations:

(1)For the convenience of description , we use

G1 and G2 to represent two g raphs.For G1 , delete a

k-degree vertex and i ts incident edges.In the biologic

operation procedure , we do not add DNA molecules of

this vertex and its incident edge molecules in the test

tube.Mark the tube wi th TG
1
.

(2)For G2 , delete anyone of the k-degree
vertices and its incident edges.Its biologic operat ion

is the same as(1).Suppose that the number of k-
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deg ree vertices is s , we should construct s test tubes

corresponding to the k-degree vertices.Mark them

w ith T 1G
2
, T 2G

2
, …, T sG

2
, respectively.

(3)Add DNA primer and ligase in TG
1
, which

w ill ensure the vertex molecules and edge molecules to

ligate to form double strands at the 3′ends extension
part.Then add the same exonuclease in each tube to

hydrolyze single stranded parts of the unmatched

DNA molecules.Gel elect rophoresis is carried out

w ith the products and the elect ropho resis f igures are

preserved.

(4)Add the same DNA primer and ligase as(3)
in T 1G

2
, T 2G

2
, … , TsG

2
, which w ill ensure the vertex

molecules and edge molecules to ligate to form double

strands at the 3′ends ex tension part.Then add the

same exonuclease as (3)in each tube to hydroly ze

single st randed parts of the unmatched DNA

molecules.Gel electrophoresis is carried out w ith the

products and the elect rophoresis figures are

preserved.

(5)Compare the gel electrophoresis figures of

(3)and(4).If the tw o figures are not the same , the
tw o graphs are not isomorphic , stop.Otherw ise , go
to (1)and repeat steps(1)to (5).

4　Conclusion

Let the number of vertices of the two graphs G1

and G2 be n , and their number of edges be m .We

use sk (k =2 , 3 , …, t) to deno te the k-deg ree

vertices , then ∑
t

k=2
sk =n .We only need construct m

+s2 regular double stranded DNA molecules and sk k-
armed (k =3 , …, t) molecules. The maximum

number of steps of our algorithm is s
2
2+s

2
3+…+s

2
k .

It is obvious that

s
2
2+s

2
3+…+s

2
k<(s2+s3+…+sk)

2=n 2.

Therefore , the complexity of our algori thm

increases linearly with the size of the problem.
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